
Pixelache 2011 Helsinki Report

The 10th edition of Pixelache Helsinki took place on Suomenlinna island. 
Compared to the safety and comfort that Kiasma Museum of Contempo-
rary Art provided for the festival during the past years, this island adven-
ture significantly increased the DIY factor of Pixelache. The festival featured 
3 programme sections created by our guest curators. Pixelache 2011 had a 
strong focus on learning new skills and sharing knowledge, attested by the 
large amount of pre-festival workshops. 

Pixelache 2011 was also the kick-off event for an extended season of Pix-
elversity, our year-round educational programme and for Christian Nold’s 
long-term alternative currency experiment in Suomenlinna.

The international Pixelache Network was very active, with events in Iceland, 
France (Paris & Rennes), Norway and Mali. A special Pixelache Helsinki 
feature was also presented at the DMY design festival in Berlin.
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Pixelversity is a ‘learning bridge’ between practitioners, cultural and non-profit organisations, interested individuals 
and larger institutions, and an outreach programme extending beyond Helsinki.

Pixelversity 2011 

February / Dave Griffiths presents FoAM 

Dave Griffiths  presented  FoAM, who are 
brought their Groworld Bazaar to Pixelache in 
March. He gave context and background to 
this project as well as revealed work that FoAM 
has been developing in recent years. As well as 
explaining FoAM’s work in connecting plants 
and people, the talk included cooking recipes, 
livecoding, robot cats playing chess, and demos 
of prototype computer games.  Dave was raised 
on an early education in weaving, bell ringing 
and 8bit computers, and is now a software art-
ist and enthusiastic livecoding performer, in a 
band called slub. His background is in computer 
graphics and R&D an he is now a full time free 
software developer based in Helsinki, Finland, 
publishing all code he writes under the GPL 
licence and working for FoAM, an independant 
art and research group.

February / Henry Collins presents video/data 
bending

Henry Collins has been experimenting with creat-
ing ‘Error Art’ through data and video bending. 
Data bending is the creative misuse of digital 
media. It is in close relation to the art of circuit 
bending, which is the creative short circuiting 
of electronic items. Due to the prevalence of 
computers in everyday life there are literally 
thousands of computer programs, digital formats 
and file types. This overload of digital technol-
ogy available to us is prime for playing with in 
unexpected and unpredicted ways.

This presentation looked at methods of data 
bending – exploiting errors by attempting to 
‘break’ technology. It discussed various ways to 
corrupt image and video files enabling us to see 
the surreal side of the once functional. The results 
vary from nonsensical digital pixel noise, to feasts 
of bleeding colours and jittery imagery.

March / Edward Shanken presents Contemporary 
Art & New Media: Towards a Hybrid Discourse 

Edward Shanken lectured on his current research, 
which attempts to bridge the gap between the 
discourses of mainstream contemporary art and 
new media art.

On this subject, Shanken organised a panel dis-
cussion at Art Basel 2010 with Nicolas Bourriaud, 
Peter Weibel and Michael Grey, gave a confer-
ence paper at ISEA2010 Dortmund, and chaired a 
panel discussion at the 2011 Annual Conference 
of the College Art Association of America in New 
York. This topic has been a hot topic of debate 
on listserves but is only now beginning to attract 
substantial scholarly attention, as in Graham and 
Cook’s Curating New Media (2010), Domenico 
Quaranta’s Media, New Media, Postmedia (2010), 
and Shanken’s monograph-in-progress, Contem-
porary Art and New Media: Towards a Hybrid 
Discourse.

April / ‘Scarecrows & Other Ways of Care-taking’

As part of this year’s Kuebiko 2011 programme, 
organised by Artists in the Archipalego, a semi-
nar titled ‘Kuebiko- linnunpelättimiä ja muita 
suojelijoita’ (Scarecrows & other ways of care-
taking) took place on the 9th of April. It brought 
together rural cultural heritage, participatory 
actions & bio-ecosystem awareness with self-
organised art practices.

Kuebiko refers to the scarecrow and weather 
vane (suomeksi: linnunpelätin ja tuuliviiri) built 
last year by Artists in the Archipalego collective. 
They borrowed its name from Japanese Shinto 
culture and it stands for a spirit of knowledge in 
the form of a scarecrow. “Because he stands all 
day outdoors, he knows everything”. Being two-
faced, he sees everywhere.
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July / Unconference on Art and Sustainability 

This unconference event during the summer, 
from 28-31st July, was a meeting of local, re-
gional or international practitioners and organis-
ers in the Estonian countryside, to address the 
pressing topic of art & energy sustainability in 
cultural production.

Many artists do address environmental themes 
in their work, but there is very little discussion 
about the environmental effects of the process 
itself. Theatre performance uses much electricity 
live for it’s light and sound, while electronic arts 
consumes energy in all aspects of its material 
component manufacturing, production, per-
formance, distribution and presentation.
This occasion served as a networking and shar-
ing event about recent progress on the topic.

While visiting Finland as a key note speaker at the 
ICA2011 Conference in Mikkeli, Molly Scott Cato 
presented her economic position. This event was 
organised in cooperation with Demos Helsink

Molly Scott Cato is a Reader in Green Economics 
at Cardiff School of Management and Director of 
Cardiff Institute for Co-operative Studies. In 2009 
she published Green Economics: An Introduc-
tion to Theory, Policy and Practice and she has 
also written widely on themes concerned with 
mutualism, social enterprise, policy responses to 
climate change, banking and finance, and local 
economies. Molly is an active member of the 
Green Party, standing for election at all levels and 
currently speaking for the Party on economic 
issues. 

August / Molly Scott Cato presents Green Eco-
nomics 

June / Kallio Expedition: Uses and Abuses of 
Public Space 

Expedition/workshop led by artist Otto Karvonen 
and artist-curator Jon Irigoyen in the end of May, 
focused on Kallio, a neighbourhood that is un-
dergoing a process of change, from a traditional 
working class neighbourhood into a new centre 
of creative culture. The Helsinki city urban devel-
opment plan for the areas of Sörnäistenranta and 
Hermanninranta is the starting point for the pro-
cess. The expedition/workshop explored the posi-
tive and negative effects of this change and how 
they are visible in the everyday reality. 

Following on from April’s Kuebiko seminar, the 
next Pixelversity event brought together two of 
Southern Finland’s collectives which experiment 
with electronics and new approaches to physical 
technology and hardware, namely Association of 
Experimental Electronics (Koelse) and Kodinkone-
musiikin ystävät (Kokomys).

While the Artist in the Archipalego Network or-
ganised a workshop weekend for selected artists 
to make their own Kuebiko (a scarecrow), Koelse & 
Kokomys joined together on their own agenda, set 
by their own projects. They created a temporary 
outdoor electronics lab, exploring self-generating 
and renewable energy sources, such as solar or 
human-powered cranks.

May / Kuebiko Outdoor Electronics Lab

Pixelversity 2011 
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This trans-disciplinary weekend of events in sep-
tember aimed to connect the practice of informal 
cultural cooperation and formal cooperatives 
(kulttuuriosuuskunta) in Pirkkanmaa and wider 
Finland. Including the network cultural scenes of 
Pispala Kulttuuriyhdistys and Pixelache Helsinki, 
this event followed the ICA Global Research Con-
ference held in Mikkeli in late August. 

The Coop Camp was  an occasion to learn about 
cooperatives, to share experiences, stories and 
practices of different types of cooperativism, as 
well as a place to ask for co-operators, gathering 
not only local Finnish cultural perspectives and 
ambitions, but also those of a more international 
networked scene. The keynote speaker was Franz 
Nahrada from Vienna and the Global Villages Net-
work; 

September / Coop Camp

Open P2P Design brings open source and peer-
to-peer dynamics inside a community-centered 
design process, in order to have real co-design 
projects with people and their communities. We 
can use Open P2P Design for co-designing Open 
Design processes or commercial or public services 
with open and peer-to-peer dynamics, starting 
from communities and involving them inside the 
design process. 

Two-weekend workshop was led by Massimo 
Menichinelli, who s a designer working and re-
searching on open collaborative projects and the 
systems that design them. He founded openp2p-
design.org, a collaborative project for the research 
and design of open, complex and collaborative 
projects, systems and processes.

September / Open P2P Design: How to co-design 
an Open Design community

Pixelversity 2011 
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Suomenlinna Money Lab 2011-2012

What if Suomenlinna would have its own currency? The Suomenlinna Money Lab project sets out to design an al-
ternative currency for everyday use by local people and visitors to add cultural & economic value to Suomenlinna. 
The project was initiated by the artist Christian Nold, curator Susanne Jaschko and Pixelache. 

Since graduating from the Royal College of Art in 
2004, Nold has led many large-scale participatory 
mapping projects. In particular Christian’s “Bio 
Mapping” project has been staged in sixteen dif-
ferent countries with more than 1500 workshop 
participants. For the last six years, Nold has been 
developing an extensive tool-kit of technologies 
that blend together human and non-human 
sensors for local governance. Christian Nold is a 
specialist in creation of participatory platforms 
that bring people together around unique 
methodologies of interaction that allow new 
relationships between people to occur.

Christian Nold
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What if Suomenlinna would have its own currency? The Suomenlinna Money Lab project sets out to design an al-
ternative currency for everyday use by local people and visitors to add cultural & economic value to Suomenlinna. 
The project was initiated by the artist Christian Nold, the curator Susanne Jaschko and Pixelache. 

Christian Nold / Suomenlinna Money Lab 2011-2012

Biljmer Euro

The Bijlmer Euro is an complimentary local cur-
rency for South East of Amsterdam which creates 
economic benefits for local people, inspires so-
cial connections and builds a complex network 
identity for the Bijlmer. The model for this unique 
community trust system was developed by the 
artist Christian Nold together with the local com-
munity of Bijlmer.In March during the Pixelache festival Christian Nold organised an emotion map workshop for the inhabitants 

of Suomenlinna island. The project continues in the autmn 2011 with workshops and informal discussions 
about the idea of Suomenlinna having its own currency and about the meaning of ‘local’ value in the 
context of the island. The project will at mid-term be handed over and run by a steering group of local 
inhabitants who decide how the profits of the project will be used for the benefit of the island.

Open Workshops & Discussions

The creative project maintains the history of 
the island as well as represents the diversity 
of Suomenlinna as a living island.

The Living Island
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Pre-Festival Workshops

Hackteria: Bioelectronix for artists M.A.R.I.N. Workshop: Environmental Sensors and 
Sensor Networks in Media Art

The workshop was an experimental maker-work-
shop with multilayered outcome for people inter-
ested in DIY-biology, microscopy and simple tech-
nological interaction with living microorganisms 
for example through sound. Participants became 
involved in sourcing and isolating microorgan-
isms from the environment and developing open 
hardware and software environments with which 
these organisms can be both viewed and become 
the subjects for simple interactions. A primary aim 
of the activity was to demonstrate that scientific/
artistic experimentation can take place within the 
DIY and open source domains, and that biology 
and custom made electronics and software can be 
friends.

Biolectronix for Artists’ is built around the central 
Hackteria idea of bringing scientific apparatus
and protocol into the sphere of art, electronics 
hacking and open source environments.

The Pixelache workshop with M.A.R.I.N. brought 
together artists and developers working with en-
vironmental sensors which are either connected 

as a network or log their data. During the work-
shop two sensor setups were set up on Suomen-
linna island: SenseStage and API Tatsipaa sensor 
node. The main focus was on Xbee networking, 
data retrieval and storage. How does context of 
media art impact these designs vs. sensor data 
management in scientific environmental moni-
toring? 

M.A.R.I.N. (Media Art Research Interdisciplinary 
Network) develops collaborations around art, 
science and technology with a focus on marine 
ecosystems and field work at the sea in the form 
of workshops and residencies.
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Pre-Festival Workshops

Timelab: The Mini-CNC kit Deptford TV Temporary photoElectric Digestopians WorkLab

Timelab has been developing a lasercut kit for a 
small, sturdy, desktop-sized,  computer-controlled 
milling machine. They have used it to mill wood, 
plexi, PCB’s and one table surface. They brought 
parts for 8 machines with them to Pixelache and 
built them together with participants.

In the workshop the participants were helped to 
assemble a complete CNC-machine in one day 
and they had the opportunity to make parts for 
the machines on Timelab’s Makerbots. 

This workshop attempted to identify and docu-
ment secret (covert) places, strategies and mes-
sages in our everyday surroundings. We used co-
vert, co-operative tactics and practice openness 
and transparency to push the covert into clearer 
view.

Main tool for this workshop were easily to ob-
tain, simple to use and perfectly legal video re-
ceivers that can intercept the data collected by 
small CCTV video cameras often placed covertly 
in shops, offices and other public/private spaces. 
But also ordinary media-gathering devices were 
used, our own eyes and ears and our social skills to 
identify and record evidence of covert operations 
in our midst, whether this is capturing gossip and 
rumour about the Suomenlinna’s Island fortress or 
observing city planners’ attempts to ‘design out’ 
specific social behaviours.

A co-creation worklab with research based experi-
mentations on the transformation of light energy 
into electric energy with food. Fusing cooking and 
solar tech and designs, the participants worked 
with edible materials to create ‘e-tapas’ of differ-
ent aesthetics and tastes. A principal role is for the 
Aronia Melanocarpa (Choke/Apple berry), one of 
the most powerful, anti-oxidant rich berries both 
in terms of kJoules and microWatts, entangled in 
a rich global historical narrative (see also other 
groWorld-parts). To be tested, tasted and appreci-
ated on heliotropic tickling tongues.
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Map Me If You Will

In contrast to the conventional understanding of mapping the ‘map me if you will’ programme explores a broader 
meaning of mapping as a practice applied not only to space but also to the social body. The program emanates 
from the idea that the collection and visualisation of data should not be left to the power of corporations and 
governments, but as a collective act can empower the individual as well as the community. The program com-
prised of a one-day a seminar, a workshop and a production residency by Christian Nold that continues after 
Pixelache 2011. It is devised by Susanne Jaschko, a Berlin based independent curator.
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Map Me If You Will Seminar & Workshop

Workshop: Mapping in Progress Seminar Map Me If You Will

A one-day open think-tank on mapping as artistic 
practice, targeted to artists, curators and people 
with a background in technology or science. In 
the morning, during the performance “On Exac-
titude in Mapping” the participants, for a brief 
moment, became the map, the piece, the story 
and the landscape. The performance was a non 
technological, participatory performance in the 
tradition of Relational Aesthetics. It was followed 
by Christian Nold, Wouter Van den Broeck, Esther 
Polak and Ivar van Bekkum giving inside into their 
individual approaches to mapping.

The afternoon was devoted to working in smaller 
work-groups on subjects such as the cultural and 
artistic relevance of mapping, the re-appropria-
tion of technological systems for mapping, the 
relation between the constructed map and real 
space, and the ethical implications of mapping. 
The workshop aimed at providing a solid knowl-
edge of mapping in the art context through criti-
cal reflection, hands-on experience and collabora-
tive exercise. In addition, participants were invited 
to put their own mapping projects up to discus-
sion. Thus the workshop may generate ideas for 
new projects, improve existing concepts and re-
sult in new collaborations.

A one-day series of interconnected talks and dis-
cussions on the cultural and political dimensions 
of mapping and data collection/visualisation.

Our data flows through ubiquitous networks, 
data collection points and hovers in nebulous 
data clouds. It is read and processed by machines 
rather than by humans. While it might be stored 
on server farms somewhere beyond our knowl-
edge for decades, it tends to disappear from our 
personal memory, once it has lost our immedi-
ate attention. With every electronic payment, 
phone call, text message, travel, visit to a website 
or dentist, we produce digital information about 
ourselves that we hardly are aware of, nor we 
make further use of usually. At the same time and 
through all our activities we collect very specific 
bits and pieces of information which we rarely 
share with others.

The recent past has seen new initiatives and proj-
ects on open data, collaborative mapping and 
artistic data visualisations attempting to unravel 
the complex processes which drive the world. 
Before this background the speakers discussed 
issues such as database and mapping as docu-
mentary, the ownership of data, the politics and 
aesthetics of visualisation and the human factor 
in mapping and data collection.
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Computional Photography

Computational photography is a new concept in digital photography, referring to the use of algorithms to re-
trieve, modify and select data from an imaging device in order to expand the possibilities of visual expression. 
The digital camera is thus seen as a tool for programming instead of merely recording images. This programme 
comprised of an exhibition and a seminar.

Exhibition: ‘Return of the Unexpected - 
Computational Photography’

The title of the exhibition “Return of the unex-
pected’, states that unlike in mainstream digital 
photography, the results of algorithmic manipu-
lation of camera data are often to some extent 
unpredictable. Computational photography is in 
this way reminiscent of the time of early photog-
raphy and an invitation to artistic experimenta-
tion. The result is an interplay between the artist 
and the medium, and often accompanied by an 
interactive format of presentation, that between 
audience and the artwork.

Featured artworks at MUU gallery

Self-Organized Landscapes by Ben Bogart (CA);
Artificial Smile by Andreas Schmelas and Stefan 
Stubbe (DE);
Portraits of a Machine by Wolfgang Bittner (AT) 
and Stijn Belle (NL);
Extracts of Local Distances by Frederic Gmeiner
Torsten Posselt and Benjamin Maus (DE).
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Computational Photography Exhibition Opening

The authors of ‘Portraits of a Machine’, Wolfgang Bittner and Stijn Belle brought an alternative ‘Saccades’ version 
of their installation to the opening of the exhibition. In Saccades, direct feedback of the visitors gaze is used for 
creating a photographic portrait. An art model wearing an eye-tracking device looks at her own mirror image. Her 
eye movements are recorded and they serve as the input for a computer software which draws fragments of the 
face in response to the eye movement. 
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Computational Photography Seminar

Computational photography is a term currently best known from the camera industry where many new features 
in digital cameras are implemented with in-camera processing and software. To a much lesser degree it is so far 
understood as a new artistic field. What may be the implications of this concept to photographic expression? 
The seminar aimed to give an overview to the field and addressed the topic from the point of view of three artis-
tic projects exhibited in Pixelache 2011 festival.
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groWorld Bazaar

groWorld is a long running FoAM project investigating the relationship between plants and people. In the 
past it has involved teaching workshops on guerrilla gardening, looking at plants as inspiration as organ-
isational models, investigating permaculture, creating games that make you see the world from a plant’s 
viewpoint and designing patabotanical worlds of fantastical plant relationships.

Temporary photoElectric Digestopians [TpED] 
Worklab

A co-creation worklab with research based 
experimentations on the transformation of light 
energy into electric energy with food. Fusing 
cooking and solar tech and designs, the partici-
pants worked with edible materials to create 
‘e-tapas’ of different aesthetics and tastes. 

A principal role was given for the Aronia 
Melanocarpa (Choke/Apple berry), one of the 
most powerful, anti-oxidant rich berries both in 
terms of kJoules and microWatts, entangled in 
a rich global historical narrative (see also other 
groWorld-parts). To be tested, tasted and appre-
ciated on heliotropic tickling tongues.
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Groworld Bazaar

Draw a plant spirit – game character design/per-
maculture workshop

Augmented ecology sessionSeedballing workshop

Seed Balling – is a natural farming technique, de-
veloped by Masanobu Fukuoka, which contains 
plant potential for an entire ecosystem. Its easy 
and fun method to learn about plants and about 
the environment. During the seedballing work-
shop at Pixelache, the focus was on local edible 
plants and their importance for the locale or ur-
ban environments. Clayballs were created by us-
ing water, clay, compost and preselected seeds, 
which will be based on Chokeberries (Aronia 
Melanocarpa) companion planting.

Computer games allow us to take on other lives, 
and see the world from new perspectives. FoAM 
has been working for a number of years on using 
games to strengthen the connection between 
plants and people. They take popular games as 
FarmVille as inspiration, but explores what would 
happen if they were infused with aspects of per-
maculture, and where characters called “Plant 
Spirits” help or hinder you as you discover a world 
organised by companion planting.

The game is in active development, and visitors 
were invited to design their own characters on 
paper, that were rebuilt in the running game to 
play with. 

Animals are fitted with tracking devices, web-
cams and hooked up to sms services, satellites 
are tracking global crop development in real 
time, ecosystem monitoring is crowdsourced with 
mobile technology; is there still a private-life for 
plants and animals?

Since 2010 FoAM Amsterdam is developing a for-
aging application for Android smartphone called 
Boskoi. To look in a wider context at ecology and 
new media, the Institute for Augmented Ecology, 
has been launched in 2011. 
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Camp Pixelache

Camp Pixelache featured presentations & discussions related to the main topics of the 2011 festival as well as 
installations by a large number of young creators from Finland and abroad.
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Camp Pixelache Exhibition 

FungifictionZOE ‘Fablab’

Fungifiction by Tine Tillmanin & Laura Popplow 
(DE) presents a fictional future vision for the city 
of Helsinki. Mushroom cultivation has become 
an important part of everyday life and the ‘Mush-
room Research Center Helsinki’ at Suomenlinna 
island explains how the breeding of mycelium 
and mushrooms is a way to save societies and the 
planet.

ZOE by Niki Passath (AT) is a swarm of robots. The 
project is an attempt to create robots which would 
move in a way that appears to be guided by emo-
tions and social intelligence.

‘Fablab’ is short for ‘fabrication lab’, a lab that has 
a set of tools that enable the manufacturing of 
more or less complex physical objects from vari-
ous materials. Fablabs have been set up all over 
the world over the past couple of years and have 
a potential of becoming a more flexible and eco-
logical alternative compared to traditional indus-
trial mass production. Camp Pixelache features 
two fablabs who both have their own special 
approach: Timelab from Ghent, Belgium and Le 
Mag/Labin from Paris, France.

The exhibition featured 15 new projects, most of which were presented for the audience for the first time. Some of 
the projects were still under development and thus presented as prototypes. 

‘Encoded Views’ course exhibition

‘Experimental Project in Computational Photog-
raphy’ was a course organised in Aalto University 
during the academic year 2010-2011. The course 
ended a week before Pixelache and its results 
were exhibited as part of the Camp Pixelache 
event in Galleria Augusta.

The Encoded Views exhibition features eight 
different approaches to the topic. The students 
with multi-disciplinary backgrounds from media 
design, technology and visual arts were given a 
free hand to think from the scratch what compu-
tational photography is, or could be. 
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Camp Pixelache Presentations

Camp Pixelache programme also included several presentations. Some of these were scheduled beforehand but 
also anyone who had a festival pass was able to propose to give a presentation, the programme of the day was 
decided in the morning when the event started. If there were very similar topics, these werecombined to one ses-
sion. Topics included  Camp Pixelache presentation programme format is based on BarCamp.
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The 4th edition of Signals from the South – programme dedicated to art, media and technology projects from 
South America, Africa and Asia -  featured an exhibition by Jean Katambayi Mukendi (R.D. Congo), a self-taught 
artist and scientist, who has a passion for logic, mechanics, geometry and above all electricity.

Signals from the South 

Jean Katambayi Mukendi’s art practice synthe-
sizes the influences of his direct environment, 
the knowledge acquired during his studies and 
the everyday difficulties of contemporary African 
societies. Cardboard, thread to his childhood, 
remains the main raw material onto which he ap-
plies different metals (copper, aluminum, steel). 
From there he elaborates sophisticated electrical 
mechanisms, embedded into fragile, beautiful 
and complex conceptual installations, involving 
hours and hours of work.

The exhibition featured several of Jean Katambayi Mukendi’s latest works, fragile and complex conceptual installations. Simulen addresses the daily reality of power 
cuts in Congo and the rest of Africa, and is the prototype of a tool that would perhaps be the first one, to both visualise this phenomenon and teach common people 
how electricity works to protect them. Ecoson (above) is an artistic and electrical representation of the relationships between nature and technology within our global 
ecosystem.

Above, Econergie, a new artwork created 
during his Pixelache residency in March.. 
It sets out to highlight the power of tiny 
elements, in this case a drop of water, on the 
production of energy. It is an illustration of 
the idea that huge sources of energy around 
us and can be activated and demultiplied 
with little effort, using the power of imagina-
tion.
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HIAP talk

In this edition of HIAP Talks, the American 
writer and activist Brian Holmes was invited in 
partnership Helsinki’s Pixelache festival. Holmes 
set out to construct a psycho-social critique of 
the globalized neoliberal system. Taking the 
Frankfurt School and French philosophers such 
as Michel Foucault and Félix Guattari as his 
point of departure, Holmes laid the basis for a 
new cultural critique, networked and multiple, 
anchored in intimate territories and open to the 
interplay of geographical scales that characterize 
world society. He set out to create a syntheses 
of negative and affirmative critiques, something 
often considered impossible. As part of this new 
critique, Holmes also analyzed the role of artistic 
invention.

Brian Holmes: A Cultural Critique for the 21st Century?
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Audio/Visual Projects 

Defunensemble & KOELSEPixelache / Äänen Lumo Club

For Pixelache Helsinki 2011, defunensemble and 
KOELSE built an audiovisual experience in which 
compositions overlapped with improvisations, 
traditional instruments met electronic noise 
machines, video projections merged with the 
soundscape in the space. It was not a concert, 
not an installation, it was a unique three dimen-
sional experience which you had to experience 
yourself.

Featuring Yann Leguay (FR), Taco Bells and Martin 
Küchen and Gayborhood DJ’s on Friday and 
Varropas, annajoanna!, Laulan Sinule (EST), DJ’s 
Esmeralda Temple and Myan Maraca on Saturday
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PIXELACHE INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS 2011 
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DMY Berlin 2011 design festival takes place at Berlin Tempelhof Airport, 1-5 June. Pixelache Helsinki will present 
two projects in this year’s DMY Maker Lab: OHANDA  open source hardware initiative and Temporary photoElectric 
Digestopians [TpED] Worklab by Bartaku / FoAM.

Pixelache Helsinki @ DMY Berlin Makerlab

‘Temporary photoElectric Digestopians [TpED]‘ are experimental e-tapas designed to provide an electric tickle on a heliotropic tongue. Fusing cooking with solar cell 
design, light energy is harvested by edible power plants and transformed into electrical energy. After the e-tickle has enriched the taste, the left over energy (kJoules) 
powers the body and flows further into nature as nutrient for the plants.
The TpED worklabs are a node of Bartaku’s ongoing research ‘PhoEf: The Undisclosed Poésis of the Photovoltaic Effect’. At the interstices of arts, science and ecology, 
PhoEf focusses on the relation between light and electrical energy. PhoEf fuses site specific micro-interventions, installations, experimental workshops/labs, writings and 
lectures/talks. Bartaku is a Brussels based artistic researcher and member of transdisciplinary lab FoAM.
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This seminar event entitled ‘Learning and Networking around the Eastern Baltic Sea’ introduced the Pixelversity 
programme in Plektrum Festival in Tallinn, seeking new connections and strengthening friendships across the 
Gulf of Finland. 

Pixelversity @ Plektrum

The future proposal for the Pixelversity 2012 programme was publically released, which focuses on network culture exchange between Estonia, Russia and Finland. 
Anticipating this process, Lilia Voronkova, researcher at the Art-(social) Science department in the Centre for Independent Social Research in St Petersburg, shared her 
insights and experience with the presentation ‘Exploring Reality Together: Art-(social)’ science projects. 
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Festival Participants & Audience

Online visitors
330 000 unique visitors on the different Pixelache websites since July 2008. 
27 000 people have been so far watching our 08, 09, 10 & 11 video documentation.

Contributors
About 200 artists, students, researchers and other professionals from the field participated 
in Pixelache festival 2011. The participants came from all over the world.

Festival Audience
Visitor numbers of Pixelache 2011 are significantly smaller than in 2010, mostly for the 
reason that Pixelache Festival took place for the first time almost entirely in Suomenlinna 
and not in Kiasma as in previous years. In 2010 we had two exhibitions on view for several 
months in Kiasma, which had 13000 visitors in total. In addition, the edition 2010 of Pix-
elache was the biggest ever and we decided to make a little more compact 2011 festival, 
with less venues and fewer exhibitions, investing more resources in our round-the-year 
Pixelversity programme and Christian Nold’s Suomenlinna Money Lab experiment.
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Festival Team 2011

Invited Programme Planners

# map me if you will: Susanne Jaschko
#Groworld Bazaar: Dave Griffiths, Lina Kusaite, Theun Karelse, Bartaku 
members of FoAM)
#Computational Photography: Markku Nousiainen

Collaborators

#Pixelache Clubs: Äänen Lumo (coordinated by Kimmo Modig).
#Hacteria workshop: The Finnish Society of Bioart (coordinated by Erich Berger)
#M.A.R.I.N. workshop: M.A.R.I.N. project (coordinated by Tapio Mäkelä)

Staff & Assistance

# Programme director: Juha Huuskonen
# Executive director: Ville Hyvönen
# Coordinator: Nathalie Aubret
# Graphic design and visual identity: Tuomo Tammenpää / YATTA
# Pixelache 2011 website implementation: Petri Lievonen
# Photo Documentation: Antti Ahonen
# Video Documentation: Mikko Laajola, Wojtek Mejor
# Pixelache 10 website & communication infra: Petri Lievonen
# Production assistance: Pinja Rosenberg, Kati Hurme (PR), Taija Perkiökangas (exhibi-
tion setup), Maria Hoffmann
# Pixelversity programme at Pixelache 2011: Andrew Gryf Paterson
# Signals from the South programme: Nathalie Aubret, Juha Huuskonen
# Volunteers:  Christian Sjöholm, Christine Langinauer, Susanna Jurvanen, Henrik 
Lindqvist, Joni-Pekka Jussila, Minna Piirainen, Maria Hoffmann, Silke Brandt, Maiju 
Vigren, Kaisa Karvonen
# Computational Photography advisory board: Antti Huittinen, Jussi Ängeslevä and 
Miska Knapek
# Assistant for map me if you will / Susanne Jaschko: Giovanna Esposito Yussif
# Assistant for Signals from the South / Jean Katambayi Mukendi: Joakim Pusenius

Pixelache Helsinki is organised by non-profit organisation Piknik Frequency

Piknik Frequency members: Ville Hyvönen (chairman of the board), Antti Ahonen, Juha 
Huuskonen, Ville Hyvönen, Jon Irigoyen, Mikko Laajola, Petri Lievonen, Mikko Lipiäinen, 
Wojtek Mejor, Teemu Määttänen, Andrew Paterson, Minna Piirainen, Petri Ruikka, Aura 
Seikkula, Ulla Taipale, Tuomo Tammenpää, Jenni Valorinta, Jussi Ängeslevä
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# Ville Hyvönen (FI)
# Ville Väänänen (FI)
# Vincent Guimas (FR)
# Vuokko Aro (FI)
# Wojtek Mejor 
# Wolfgang Bittner (AT/NL)
# Wouter Van den Broeck (BE)
# Yann Leguay (FR/BE)
# Youngho Lee (KR)

# Adnan Hadzi  
# Alberto E Tozzi (IT)
# Alessandro Ludovico (IT)
# Amber Teacher
# Andreas Schmelas (DE)
# Andrew Paterson (SCO/FI)
# Andy Best (FI)
# Andrew Paterson (UK/FI)
# Andy Best (UK/FI)
# Andy Gracie  (UK)
# Anish Patel (UK)
# Annu Kevarinmäki 
# Antti Ahonen (FI)
# Antti Karttunen (FI)
# Anu Osva (FI)
# Ashok Sukumaran (IN)
# Aura Seikkula (FI)
# Arjen Raateland (FI/NL)
# Bart Vandeput (BE)
# Baruch Gottlieb (CA/DE)
# Bertrand Charles
# Benjamin Dromey (IR)
# Brian Holmes (FR/US)
# Catherine Lenoble (FR)
# Chi-Hsia Lai (FI/TW)
# Chris Barker 
# Chris Packard (UK)
# Christian Nold (UK)
# Christian Sjöholm (FI)
# Cristina Gaspar (FI/PT)
# Daina Silina (LV)
# Daniel Feles (HU)
# Daniela Boraschi (UK)
# Dave Griffiths (UK)
# Dominique Moulon (FR)
# Edward Shanken (US/NL)
# Emanuel Lohninger (AT)

# Emil Sågfors (FI)
# Erich Berger (FI/AT)
# Esther Polak (NL)
# Filipe Cruz (PT)
# Florian Brueckner (UK/GE)
# Forrest Oliphant (FI)
# Gayborhood dj’s (FI)
# Gisle Frøysland (NO)
# Graham Harwood (UK)
# Ida Stien Wullum
# Ida Typpö (FI)
# Ieva Kirsone (LV)
# Ilpo Heikkinen (FI)
# Ivan Henriques (NL)
# Ivar van Bekkum (NL)
# Jaakko Tolvi (FI)
# Jaakko-Priidik Hallas 
# Jakob Penca
# James King (UK)
# Jari Suominen (FI)
# Jean Katambayi Mukendi(CD)

# Jenni Valorinta (FI)
# John W. Fail (FI/EE)
# Jonathan Cremieux (FI/FR)
# Jonna Karanka (FI)
# Joonas Jokela (FI/SE)
# Joonas Siren (FI)
# Jos Auzende (FR)
# Judith Rompel (DE)
# Juergen Neumann (DE)
# Juha Huuskonen (FI)
# Juho Jouhtimäki (FI)
# Jukka Hautamäki (FI)
# Jussi Kivipuro (FI)
# Kari Yli-Annala (FI)
# Kati Hurme (FI)
# Katja Virta (FI)

# Kevin Bartoli (FI)
# Kimmo Modig (FI)
# Kivi Sotamaa (FI)
# Krisjanis Rijnieks (LV)
# Kristoffer Lawson (FI)
# Lasse Scherffig (DE)
# Laura Beloff (FI)
# Laura Popplow (DE)
# Laurens Schuurkamp (NL)
# Laurier Rochon (CA)
# Leyla Nasibova (AZ)
# Lieven Standaert (BE)
# Lieven Van Speybroeck (BE) 
# Lina Kusaite (LT)
# Lisa Haskel (UK)
# Marc Dusseiller CH
# Maria Duncker (FI)
#  Marianne Decoster-
Taivalkoski (FR/FI)
# Marije Baalman (NL)
# Marika Dermineur (FR)
# Markku Nousiainen (FI)
# Martin Küchen
# Martins Ratniks (LV)
# Martti Hyvönen (FI)
# Michal Ejdys (NL/PL)
# Mikko Kuhna (FI)
# Mikko Laajola (FI)
# Miska Knapek (DK)
# Nathalie Aubret (FR/FI)
# Niels Schrader (NL/DE)
# Niki Passath (AT)
# Olga Mashkina (RU/FI)
# Oliver Griffiths (UK)
# Otso Kaijaluoto (FI)
# Pasi Rauhala (FI)
# Patrizia Boglione (IT)

Festival Contributors 2011

# Paul Watson (UK)
# Petri Kola (FI)
# Petri Lievonen (FI)
# Petri Ruikka (FI)
# Phil Rose (UK)
# Pinja Rosenberg (FI)
# Qi Jin (CN)
# Rachel Dalton (UK)
# Raitis Smits (LV)
# Reha Discioglu (TR)
# Renee Olde Monnikhof (NL)
# Riitaoja Leila (FI)
# Roope Ritvos (FI)
# Sami Klemola (FI)
# Sami Pekkola (FI)
# Sandra Vina (VE/FI)
# Santeri Laamanen (FI)
# Sarun Pinyarat (TH)
# Saul Hardman (UK)
# Scott Addelsee (UK)
# Signe Pucena (LV)
# Simon Lock (UK)
# Stijn Belle (NL)
# Susanne Bachfischer (AT)
# Susanne Jaschko (DE)
# Taavi Tulev (EE)
# Taija Perkiökangas (FI)
# Tapio Mäkelä (FI)
# Terike Haapoja (FI)
# Tero Kemppainen (FI)
# Theun Karelse 
# Till Bovermann /FI/DE)
# Timo Wright (FI)
# Tine Tillmann (DE)
# Triin Hommuk (EE)
# Tuomo Tammenpää (FI)
# Ulla Taipale (FI)
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Festival Partner organisations and Supporters 

Education Institution Partners

In the context the festival, Pixelache collaborated with the following universities/study 
programmes: Media Factory / Aalto University (FI), Piet Zwart Institut (NL) 

Event Co-organisers

Computational Photography / Media Factory, Aalto University
groWorld bazaar / FOAM
M.A.R.I.N workshop / M.A.R.I.N
Hackteria workshop / Bio Art Society
Clubs / Äänen lumo
HIAP Talk Brian Holmes / HIAP
Audiovisual Concert / Koelse & Defunensemble
Signals from the South / Fondation Blachère

Public Funders

Pixelache 2010 was made possible with the support of the Ministry of Education, Helsinki 
City Cultural Office and AVEK. The ‘Signals from the South’ programme was supported 
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Cultural Institutes, Embassies, Foundations

Support from Institut Francais, British Council, Goethe Institut, Austrian Embassy, Pro 
Helvetia, Svenska Kulturfonden, Kordelin and The Finnish Cultural & Academic Institute 
made it possible for us to bring projects from all the represented countries.

30 x 16 mm

Festival Partner Venues

Festival venues included Suomenlinna kokous- ja juhlatilat, Cafe Chapman, MUU,
Myymälä, Dubrovnik.

Sponsors
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Festival 2011 Budget Summary in euro

101173,71

101173,71

0,00

77884,23 77%

20407,40 20%

2882,08 3%

101173,71 100%

42727,00 42%

Production Costs 8841,29 9%

12452,18 12%

8935,02 9%

5105,57 5%

7682,84 8%

4058,92 4%

3326,95 3%

3953,44 4%

4090,50 4%

101173,71 100%

Other Resources (estimation)

Volunteer work 10000,00

Staff, venue, tech, accommodation 20000,00

Monthly events' and international collaborations (tech., venue, accommodation) 10000,00

Media partners 5000,00

Other sponsors 5000,00

Artists travel grants 3000,00

53000,00

Incomes / Tulot

Costs / Menot

Total / Yhteensä

Tulot / Incomes

State & City Grants / Valtion & Helsingin kaupungin apurahat

Partners, foundations, sponsors / Yhteistyökumppanit, säätiöt, sponsorit

Lippu- ja myyntitulot / Tickets and Sales

Total / Yhteensä

Menot / Costs

Staff salaries / Henkilöstö palkat

Fees / Palkkiot

Travels / Matkat

Accommodation / Majoitus

Board / Ruoka

Transportation / Kuljetukset

Equipment / Tekniikka

Publicity / Markkinointi / Documentation

Venue rental / Tilavuokrat

Total / Yhteensä

Total / Yhteensä
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Information & Communication

Mailing Lists

All announcements and releases are sent 
via Pixelache’s mailing lists register. The 
amount of people following international 
media art and culture mailing lists (such 
as Rhizome, Nettime, Spectre...) ranges 
from thousands to tens of thousands.

Printed Materials

• local flyer / 3000 pcs,
• international flyer / 2500 pcs
• poster, 500 pcs
• festival programme.kit / 700 pcs
• festival bags / 150 pcs
• Stickers / 1000 pcs

Websites

• Pixelache Helsinki website and perma-
nent blog were udpated in 2011. They 
have received an average of 7500 
unique visitors per month. 

Media coverage

Pixelache has received a very good 
amount of attention from the local and 
international media,  covering a wide 
spectrum of Pixelache programme parts

Additional effort and resources were put into developing further Pixelache communication and marketing tools and 
strategies, through the hiring of a professional press coordinator. Communication was also supported by the large 
amount of partners gathered around the Pixelache events.
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Documentation

Video Documentation

Our video documentatios are available on Vimeo (www.vimeo.com/
pixelache). We got very positive feedback on the video documentation 
and some of the clips have been viewed by hundreds of people. 
Continuing to experiment with different formats of video documentation 
is part of a larger development of our presence on the web, to reach a 
wider audience online.

Photo Documentation

Pixelache’s official photographer is Antti Ahonen and his photos are 
available for viewing and download from the platform Flickr (www.flickr.
com/anttia). A significant contribution to Pixelache photo documentation 
is provided by various festival participants (search with ‘Pixelache’ tag on 
flickr.com).  
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Pixelache 2011 in Media

PAPER PRESS
HELSINGIN SANOMAT, Suomenlinna saattaa saada oman rahan, Kaisa Heinänen 9.3.2011
HELSINGIN SANOMAT, Kulttuurin viikko/ Pikselit rantautuvat Suomenlinnaan, Kaisa Heinänen 7.3.2011
HELSINGIN SANOMAT, Omakaupunki.fi 11.3.2011
HS NYT, Kappas, sähkötapas, Matti Koskinen, 10.3.2011
HS NYT, Mitä Nyt
CITY NRO 5/2011, Menot/ Pikseliähky ja Viapori Winter Blues 
VOIMA NRO 2/2011, Mutta onko se taidetta? Veikko Eranti
SIX DEGREES NRO 2/2011, Out&See  Greater Helsinki
VIHREÄ LANKA NRO 10/2011, Menot
HELSINKI TIMES NRO 10/2011, Where to go / This weeks pick
KANSAN UUTISET NRO 10/2011, Pikseliähkyä Suomenlinnassa
VARTTI NRO 10/2011, Pikseliähky Suokissa
METRO LIVE NRO 10/2011, Sähkö soi Suokissa
SUOMENLINNAN SANOMAT NRO 1/2011, Pikseliähky saapuu Suomenlinnaan
MCD # 62, Pixelache
MCD # 63, Pixelache Helsinki 2011, Dominique Moulon

TV
PIXEL, Yle Fiktion FST5, 11.3.
YLE TV-uutiset, 10.3.

RADIO
Radio Helsinki, Juha Huuskonen Interview 10.3.
YLE RADIO1 Kultakuume, Juha Huuskonen Interview 10.3.
YLE Radio Vega, Juha Huuskonen & maria Duncker Interview 10.3.
YLE Radio Vega, Erik Sandelin & Magnus Torstensson Interview 10.3.
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Pixelache 2011 in Media

ONLINE
http://www.eluova.fi/index.php?id=1151
http://www.myscience.fi/index.php?id=189
http://fifi.voima.fi/voima-artikkeli/2011/numero-2/mutta-onko-se-taidetta
http://www.digitoday.fi/yhteiskunta/2011/03/09/suomenlinna-sai-pikseliahkyn/20113355/66
http://www.vihrealanka.fi/uutiset/erikoinen-festivaali-siemenpommeja-s%C3%A4hk%C3%B6ist%C3%A4-ruokaa-ja-keskustelua-kasvien-yksityisyydest%C3%A4
http://www.hs.fi/nyt/artikkeli/Taiteilija+kokkaa+s%C3%A4hk%C3%B6tapaksia/1135264416317
http://yle.fi/uutiset/kulttuuri/2011/03/pikseliahky-festivaali_tarjoilee_sahkotapaksia_2427243.html?origin=rss
http://luomulehti.com/pikseliahky-festivaali-tarjoilee-sahkotapaksia
http://www.t-r-a-c-e-s.net/traces/lounge/109-pixelache-festival-2011
http://www.helsinkitimes.fi/htimes/where-to-go.html
http://stadi.tv/ohjelma/pikseliahky-2011
http://www.m2hz.net/jaksot/pikseliahky-2011 
http://www.itviikko.fi/uutiset/2011/03/09/pikseliahky-siirtyi-suomenlinnaan/20113383/7
http://www.aalto.fi/fi/cooperation/in_dialogue/laskennallisen_valokuvauksen_kurssi_pikseliahkyssa/
http://www.itviikko.fi/uutiset/2011/03/09/pikseliahky-siirtyi-suomenlinnaan/20113383/7
http://www.aalto.fi/fi/cooperation/in_dialogue/laskennallisen_valokuvauksen_kurssi_pikseliahkyssa/
http://www.mustekala.info/node/2088

EVENT CALENDARS
http://stadissa.fi/tapahtumat/27830/pikseli%C3%A4hky-2011-yleis%C3%B6p%C3%A4iv%C3%A4
http://www.city.fi/gogo/tapahtuma/12314/computational%20photography%20return%20of%20the%20unexpected/?tab=images&logged=1
http://www.city.fi/gogo/tapahtuma/12895/camp%20pixelache%20yleis%C3%B6p%C3%A4iv%C3%A4/
http://www.city.fi/gogo/tapahtuma/12315/signals+from+the+south/
http://www.basso.fi/keskustelu/66799/1103-anen-lumo-pikseliahky-klubit-bar-dubrovnik-helsinki
http://www.evenemax.fi/FI/Tapahtumat/Tiedot/tabid/90/language/fi-FI/Default.aspx?EvId=160867
http://www.evenemax.fi/FI/Etusivu/tabid/88/language/fi-FI/Default.aspx
http://www.suomenlinna.fi/matkailijan_suomenlinna/tapahtumat/pikseliahky_festivaali.1949.xhtml
http://www.visithelsinki.fi/Suomeksi/Matkailija/Koe/Tapahtumakalenteri/Tapahtumahaku.iw3?showmodul=183&Matko_pid=22046&t=1
http://www.hyy.helsinki.fi/suomi/3/news/964/
http://www.hiap.fi/index.php?page=322&abr=0&event=220
http://www.aalto.fi/fi/current//events/pixelache_2011_helsinki_festival/
http://omakaupunki.hs.fi/paakaupunkiseutu/tapahtumat/pikseliahky_2011/13.03.2011/00.00/
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